
AI-Powered Dash 
Camera Solution

Powering best-in-class visibility 
into fleet safety

Powering best-in-class visibility 
into fleet safety

Enrich and personalize driver 
coaching

Gamify your driver safety program

Protect drivers from legal liability

Fleet Complete

safer driving habits

 is advancing driver and fleet safety. FC Vision's simple-to-use forward and dual-facing cameras 
are enhanced with artificial intelligence (AI) to detect unsafe driving behaviors, such as speeding, tailgating, rolling 
stops, harsh braking and distracted or fatigued driving. Empower your drivers to adopt  by 
self-correcting risky behaviors with audible in-vehicle alerts. Fleet managers can track driver progress and take 
immediate action to improve driver and vehicle safety and productivity.

The Driver Monitoring System (DMS) identifies 
and warns against dangerous events like 
apparent texting, or drowsiness while driving.

Recognize and reward your safest drivers and 
motivate others to improve their driving habits.

Provide personalized feedback with automated 
in-vehicle coaching, driver scoring and live 
streaming. *

Don’t let inaccurate court claims take your drivers 
off the road or drive up your insurance costs.

Request pricing or see a demo at fleetcomplete.com

Make your fleet safer and save money with FC Vision dash cameras.
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Optimize fleet productivity 
and mitigate avoidable risks

How It Works

Top Features

Simple installation

Advanced privacy and security

180° Camera views

Capture critical events

Plug-and-play install with forward and 
dual-facing cameras

End-to-end encryption to protect your 
fleet assets and drivers

Access multiple views to get the 
complete picture

An emergency recording button for drivers to 
capture video of threats on the road ahead.

Remotely access live streaming video*

AI-powered video cameras

Integration provides deeper insights

Intuitive desktop and mobile companion 
applications

Coach drivers in real-time while they 
are in the road.

FC Vision’s machine learning and 
computer vision driver assistance and 
monitoring technology identifies high-risk 
driving behaviors. It detects external 
factors that might put the driver at risk 
and alerts the driver to potential threats.

*  Coming soon, may require an Advanced subscription

FC Vision can be accessed within the FC Hub 
administrative interface. FC Hub data integration 
provides context for informed decision-making

Desktop admin view enables fleet admins to 
supervise drivers remotely. Mobile app 
enables drivers to evaluate their driving 
habits.

Get online and connected in minutes with plug-and-play installation. Feel 
protected with near real-time visibility to your drivers’ activities and 
experiences on the road or highlight parts of the journey for later review with 
on- demand videos.  

Help prevent collisions or violations with audible in-vehicle alerts for driver 
coaching and access data driven fleet and driver safety reports to 
proactively monitor progress. Collision detection notifies fleet administrators 
immediately so they can notify first responders and send help.

Request pricing or see a demo at fleetcomplete.com

Make your fleet safer and save money with FC Vision dash cameras.
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